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“Tropical paradises” are embedded in visualised 
fantasy. The advent of coldwater adventure 
materialising in surfing life is osmatic. A new 
dimension from the cold side. Lazier ages cooled it 
on the North Shore, sailed through Tahiti, or rowed 
out of some godforsaken river in Indo. And when 
cold climates were mentioned, well not laughter, 
but definitely “not this winter”.

Initial challenges at Bells, Johanna, the West, or, 
NZ, northern Honshu, New England, England, 
Ireland, the wicked west wind days of J-Bay 
reminded of the frugality of 3/2s and ice-cream 
headaches when too cold to surf. On those days 
of shrapnel like spray, toes that froze, then bled 
across rock ledges, of pre-dawn frosted sand, 
the only comfort was jumping into an ocean’s 
temperature above air.

To surf cold is a true sensory test of nature’s 
elements. Where Mother Nature throws another 
dimension into her examination of character for 
those playing at surviving in her realms. A big 
swell, freezing wind, rifle shot lips hitting the pit, 
sharp, clarity, crystal, precise, where and when 

does so much pure energy focus on one moving 
canvas? On one wave?

Autumn? Clean days of sparkling bright 
sunshine, offshore winds and corduroy to 
the horizon. Winter? When size and power 
are added to an eclectic mix of wonder. A 
truer paradise for those who have wave riding 
missions in mind? Inevitable that “deep 
cold” would become the new frontier, where 
men would boldly go where none had surfed 
before. To where there is a certain reverence, 
accomplishment, survival.

It is not such a strange diaspora that sees core surfing 
radiating from tropical roots to cold water boughs. 
It is in schemes of things that desire overcomes and 
finds new boundaries, develops futures, and where 
outer limits of oceans are microscopically combed 
for Spot Xs unfound, untouched.

While masses follow in the footsteps of intrepid 
surf travellers of the 70s and 80s, a new age is out 
there under the added cloak of cold. Again looking 
for someone to go surfing with.

A true heart. Of adventure, of escape, of 
solitude, anticipating what is beyond the 
next corner, accepting and receiving, another 
disappointment. All culminating in one morning 
as the sun rises, hands and feet freezing, the 
wind howling and waves as they were always 
meant to be: perfect.

There was a time when the heart of surfing 
was with your mates on any weekend surf trip. 
Weekday mornings before work or adventures 
away to a paradise found. Contests at far flung 
edges of a new surfing frontier. Sailing into an 
unknown bay on a seemingly endless day. Now, as 
numbers enlist, there are tides of ruin. Insatiable 
economic irrationality feeds the “dream” to those 
who want to experience the thrill of riding a wave. 
No one single thing can deny desire for what has 
gone before. Except the cold!

Frontiers expand. And crystallise when there is 
size, when there is the element of fear. When there 
is the challenge of cold. Ironically when the heart 
is at peace, it beats loudest, loud and clear. That is 
when all is best. At the cold heart of surfing.
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ROLL ’EM IN THICK, ROLL ’EM IN FAST, ROLL ’EM IN COLD. OPPOSITE: LUKE STEDMAN – MORNING SUN.
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KYE FITZ. CUSTODIAN OF COOL. 
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STEAM AND WIND. THE INDUSTRIES OF THE SEASON.


